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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the integral equation 
Ax, Y, s, I, 4s, t)) dt ds, jx g,(x, Y, s, ~6, Y)) 4 
a 
s by g,(x, Y, t,u(x, 1)) 4 4x9 Y) , > nE[a,a,]=z,,yE[b,6’]=zb. (1) 
In the literature there are many papers dealing with the existence and 
uniqueness results for equations of this form (even for more general equa- 
tions, see, for instance, [S, 6, ld 121). However, usually these equations 
are discussed in the space of continuous functions. The successive 
approximations method [lo], Bielecki’s method of weighted norm [2, 31, 
and the comparison method [S, 61 are employed in order to establish the 
existence and uniqueness results. To obtain such results for multi- 
dimensional integral equations in Lp spaces the successive approximation 
method is employed (see [l, 93). 
P. R. Beesack [l] tried to employ Bielecki’s method for multi- 
dimensional Volterra integral equations considered in L* space and did not 
succeed because of his improper choice of the norm. 
However, in the short note of Ref. [7] it was shown that Bielecki’s 
method works fairly well when (1) is considered in L’ space and the norm 
is chosen properly. The paper in Ref. [S] shows that the method can also 
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be employed for proving the existence and uniqueness results in Lp spaces 
for equations which contain one multidimensional integration operator 
with respect o all variables. 
The aim of the present paper is to extend the result of [S] on the case 
when the integral equation contains many integration operators. We will 
start our discussion with the special case such as Eq. (1). Then we will 
extend the result for the general case of n independent variables. 
2. THE CASE p = 1 
To make shorten our discussion we will consider a more general 
equation of the form 
4% Y) = (Pu)b, Y), 6% Y) E 42 x Zb = p, (2) 
where the operator 9 is defined by the right hand side of Eq. (1) or by 
some other formula more or less complicated. We assume about F only 
the following: 
Assumption A. Assume that 
(i) 9-u~ L’(P, W) for any UE L’(P, W), 
(ii) there are functions: KEL’(P, R+), K,EL’(L, R+), GE 
L’(Z,, R + ) and a constant L E [0, 1) such that 
Il(.-@u)(x, Y) - (Fu)(x, y)II <O-, y) j- j’ IIu(s, t) - u(s, t)ll dt ds 
a b 
+ K,(x) j- lb& Y) - ds, YNI ds 0 
+ K,(y) j; IIu(x, t) - u(x, t)ll dt 
+ L II44 v) - 4x, Y)IL (4 Y)EP, (3) 
for every U, UEL’(P, KY); II.II is any norm in R”, IR, = [0, +co). 
One can easily see what the technical conditions are for F, g, g,, g, 
which guarantee the conditions (i) and (ii). 
Now we are in a position to formulate 
THEOREM 1. Zf Assumption A is satisfied then there is in L’(P, W) a 
unique solution of Eq. (2), say u*. The solution u* is the limit in L’(P, Rm) 
of the sequence of iterations { 9 “uO} for any uO E L’(P, IKY”). 
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ProoJ Consider L’(P, Rm) the family of norms, 
K(s, t) dt ds + jx K,(s) ds + j-b’ &(t) dt (4) 
(I 
for any 12 0. 
It is clear that these norms are equivalent with IIullO. Integrating 
inequality (3) over P, := [a, x] x [b, y] we obtain 
II4.c t) - u(s, t)ll dt ds 
> 
dv dt 
+ j-1 j; (K,(t) j-; lb+, vl) - 4~9 ?)I1 ds) dv dt 
Put 
p(x, y) = jx Jy K(s, t) dt ds + jx K,(s) ds + j; I&(t) dt 
a b a 
and 
d(u, u)(x, Y) = jx jy IMs, t) - 4~ t)ll dt ds. 
a b 
Form the above inequality by the change of the order of integration in the 
second and third integrals of the right hand side we obtain 
+I: fh(tl) 4 u, 0)(x, rt) dv + Mu, UN-T Y). (5) 
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Now using definition (4) of the norm I( .\I i. we obtain 
49% FUN& Y) 
+ L exp(Mx, Y)) . 1 
The last inequality is a consequence of the fact that K, Ki, and K2 are non- 
negative and a < 5 < x and b < q < y which results from the inequalities 
between the corresponding integrals. 
Now the integrations can be done explicitly and we obtain the inequality 
49-u, Fo)(x, Y) G lb - 411. i exp(Mx, y)) + L exp(Mx, ~1) 1 
which results in 
It is clear that the operator 9 is a contraction in L’(P, W) if A is 
suffkiently large. The assertion of the theorem is an obvious consequence 
of the Banach contraction mapping principle. 
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3. THE CASE p > 1 
Now we consider Eq. (2) under the following. 
Assumption B. Assume that: 
(i) 924 E LP(P, W) for any u E Lp(P, W); l/p + l/q = 1, 
(ii) There are measurable functions K: P x P + R, , K,: Zi -+ R! + , 
K2: Zi + [w + and a constant L E [0, p) such that the integrals 
exist, and 
II(~U)(X> Y) - (~~)(X> Y)ll 
x Y 
G If K(x, Y, s, t) Ilu(s, 1) - u(s, t)ll dt d 0 0 
+ jx KI(x, s) MS, Y) - Q, v)ll ds + j; KAY, t) II4x, t) - 4x, f)ll dt (I 
+ L lb44 Y) - 4% YNI, (4 Y) E p, (6) 
for every 24, v E Lp(P, IV). 
In further considerations we will use the following inequality 
(7) 
Now we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Zf Assumption B is satisfied then there is in LP(P, Rm), 
p > 1, a unique solution of Eq. (2), say u*. The solution u* is the limit in 
Lp(P, W”) of the sequence of iterations (9 “uo> for any u. E Lp(P, R”‘). 
ProoJ: Consider in Lp(P, UP) the family of norms, 
Ilu(s, t)llP dt ds,exp[-@(x, y)] , (8) 
where 
/5(x, y) = lx j-’ K(s, t) dt ds + jx RI(s) ds + 1; l&(t) dt 
a b (I 
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and 
Ktx, Y) = Gp- ’ j: 51’ Kq(x, Y, t, q) 4 dt)“‘, 





%(~)=6~-’ j; NY, 9) dq . 
Again it is clear that the norms 11 SIjp,l are equivalent with 11 .JJp,D. 
Now from inequality (6) by the use of (7) for r = 2, 3 and the Halder 
inequality we obtain 
PI4 x y 
Kq(x, Y, 5, v) 4 4 
> jj 
/(u(s, t) - u(s, t)llP dr ds 
o b 
II+, Y) - u’(s> y)II” ds 
lldx, t)- 4x, f)ll” dt 
+ 2P- l . LP IIu(x, y) - u(x, y)ll”. 
This means that 
+ R,(x) jx IIu(s, y) - u(s, y)II” ds Y 
+&(Y) j; lb& t)- 4x, t)llP df + L IW, Y) - 4x, y)II”, (9) 
where L=2p-1.Lp<1. 
Put 
d(u, u)(x, y) = j-X jy Ilu(s, t) - u(s, t)llp dt ds. 
a b 
505/97/2-5 
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Integrating inequality (9) over P,, (x, y) E P, and changing the order of 
the integration in the second and third integrals of the right hand side we 
obtain 
+ s x R,(t) 4~3 u)(4, Y)dt a 
+ s:’ G(v) 4u, u)(x, rl)&+Wu, u)(x, Y). (11) 
Thus we found the relation quite similar to (5) so we can proceed in the 
same way as in Section 2 to obtain the assertion of the theorem. Indeed 
after employing the weight p we obtain from the last inequality the 
following relation 
which implies the inequalities 
but this means that the operator 9 is a contraction in Lp(P, W) if A is 
sufficiently large because EC 1. 
4. OTHER WEIGHT FUNCTIONS 
Let us observe that in both cases p = 1 or p > 1 we arrive at similar 
inequalities (5) or (11). These inequalities give us the possibility of finding 
conditions for weight functions, say o, which produce the norms 
(equivalent to the standard norms in L’ or Lp; p > 1) that make the 
operator F contractive with respect o them. 
Indeed, in the case p = 1 (see inequality (5)) the weight function o 
should be chosen in such a way that 
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+ j; K,(5) 45, Y) 0 -‘(5, Y) 4~ u)(t, Y) d5 
+ j; Jh(rl) 4x3 r) c/J -lb, v) d(u, u)(x, v) 4 
+ Ldx, Y) w-‘(x, Y) d(u, u)(x, Y). 
After taking the suitable supremums we should have 
d(@--u, qu)(x, Y) 
x y GIIU--I/; 
(s J u b 




for some 1> 1. 
It is clear that the operator 9 is a contraction with respect o the norm 
II40 = sup ~x,y~~p{ol(x~ Y) s,:I,y lb& t)ll dtdsj (12) 
if 
+ I ’ G(r) 4x, rl) 4 + Lob, v) G; 4x, Y). (13) b 
for some 1> 1. 
One can easily check that the norm defined by formula (12) is equivalent 
to the standard norm in L’(P, W) and that the weight function 
44 Y) = ew(~*& Y)) 
is a solution of the inequality (13) for ;1= (L + 3/L*)-‘. However, there are 
plenty of solutions for this inequality, for instance, a solution of any 
equation of the form 
+ I ’ K,(v) 4x3 v) dv +4x, v), b > (14) 
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with a positive and continuous function c and il> 1 such that ;1L < 1 is a 
solution of inequality (13). 
It can be proved that there is a unique continuous solution of Eq. (14) 
however this will employ the use of a weight function such as that appear- 
ing in (4). Because the solution of Eq. (14), in general, cannot be found 
explicitly we prefer the method presented in Section 2 of this paper. 
It is clear that the same consideration applies to the case p > 1. 
5. THE CASE OF n INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
First we introduce some notation. Let a, b E R”, a = (a,, . . . . a,), 
b = (b,, . . . . b,); ai < bi, i= 1, 2, . . . . n; we will write this as a < b, P= [a, b] = 
{x:u<x<b, XEW}. Let 
C={6:6=(6,,..., d,), hi=0 or di= 1, i= 1, . . . . n}, 
~o=~\{O); 0 = (0, . ..) O), e=(l, . ..) l), S=e-6. 
We assume that for t = (tl, . . . . t,) and 6=(6,,...,6,); ts=@-..t6,“, O’=l; 
t06=(t16,, . ..) t,6,); 
/“o” ()ds%(S ()ds, )...) j ( ) ds,, . . . dsj, , 
a a, 0. 
if x = (xi, . . . . x,); 6 = (6,, . . . . 6,); Sj, = 1, r = 1, . . . . k, k < n, hi = 0 when i #j,, 
r = 1, . . . . k; [a, b-J6 = [q,, bj,] x ... x [Q, b,,]. 
Now for given 6,, . . . . 6, E Z,, I < 2”, we consider the following generaliza- 
tion of Eq. (1) 
, XEP. (15) 
6. THE CASE OF n INDEPENDENT VARIABLES AND p = 1 
As in Section 2, we will discuss a more general equation of the form 
u(x) = (Fu)(x), x E P, (16) 
under the following. 
Assumption C. Assume that 
(i) 924~ L’(P, W) for any UE L’(P, W); 
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(ii) There are functions Kit L’( [a, blSi, R,), i= 1, . . . . I and a 
constant L E [0, 1) such that 
II(~ := II(Wu + w))(x) - (~~)(X)ll 
< i K,(xo6,) 1;“” IIW(X”Si+So6,)l/ dss8+L IIW(X)lly 
i= 1 
XE P, diEC,, (17) 
for every U, w E L’(P, W). 
Now we have 
THEOREM 3. If Assumption C is satisfied then the assertion of Theorem 1 
holds with Equation (2) replaced by Eq. (16). 
ProoJ: Put 
d,(w)(x) = jx IIw(s)ll df; x E P. a 
Let us integrate inequality (17) (with x replaced by t) over the interval 
[a, x], XE P, to obtain 
d,(dF)(x)< i jx [K,(t~~J CO” Ilw(toSi+so6Jll ds6jdtp 
i=l n 
+ L j-X IIw(t)ll dt’ a 
+ Ld,(w)(x) 
x06, 
=j, Jo Ki(t~6,)d,(w)(x~&+t~6,)dtdi+Ldl(w)(x). (18) 
Above we have used the corresponding change of the order of integrations. 
The inequality (18) is a generalization of inequality (5). Now we will 
employ the approach mentioned in Section 4 of this paper, so we will be 
looking for a positive and continuous weight function CD: P + R + such that 
operator 9 is a contraction with respect to the norm defined by the 
formula 
=;!p, W1W4W(x)). (19) 
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From inequality (18) we obtain 
dl(dW(X) G ( ic, jy Ki(t~6,)O(XoSi+t06i)dt6~+Lo(x) IIwllo. > 
This inequality shows us that o should be a positive and continuous 
solution of the inequality, 
for some 1 from the interval (1, l/L), or the inequality 
(21) 
with Ki(t~~i)=(l/~-L)-‘Ki(t~6i). 
We will show that the function 
w(x)=exp I,$, ~~““Ki(to6i)dt’~) 
(. 
(22) 
is a solution of inequality (21) as well as inequality (20). This-will complete 
the proof of the theorem. 
Let (MO)(X) denote the left hand side of (21). We have 
Ki( t 0 Si) [ ( ’ exp 1 ,Cl fIqcx’ ‘) Ej(s 0 Sj) ds’j)] dt’l, 
where 
~ij(X,t)=(XoSi+t06i)06j, i, j= 1, . . . . 1. 
Observe that 
and note that di 0 ai = ai and Si 0 6, = 0 = (0, 0, . . . . 0). 
We have aii(x, t) = t 0 Si and because di = (6,,, . . . . S,,J E Z, then there is 
r(i) E (1, . . . . n} such that 6,(i), i= 1 and ai = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) + Sl, 6: E C. 
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because aU(x, t)<a,(x, x)=xoaj for t<x. 
Now in view of inequality (23) we obtain 
(MO)(X) < i exp (I i 
i= 1 
{“O” Kj(soSj) ds’j) 
j=l,j#i a 
thus inequality (21) is proved. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Let us observe that from this proof it follows that for any positive 
continuous function c : P + R’+ and 1 < 1~ l/L there is a unique, positive, 
and continuous solution o of the equation 
Ki(to6,)o(x+Si+ todj) dt6,+c(x). (24) 
The solution of this equation can be used as a weight function and the 
operator F is a contraction with respect to norm (19). 
7. THE CASE p > 1 FOR 12 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Now we will consider Eq. (16) under the following. 
Assumption D. Assume that 
(i) 924 E Lp(P, Rm) for any 24 ELp(P, W); 
(ii) There are measurable functions Kj : [a, b16;x [a, b]” + R,, 
i= 1 , . . . . I, and a constant L E [O, F) such that the integrals 
be& r-6, 
J (J > 
PI4 
K:(to6,, s06,)ds*~ dt61, i = 1, . . . . 1, 
(I Y 
exist and 
Il(~~“)(x)ll = II(9(u + w))(x) - (9u)(x)ll 
ci j xo6i Ki(xo6,, ~06~) ~Iw(xo~~+.s~~J~~ ds’, i=l a 
+ L IINXN XE P, diEZ,, (25) 
for every U, w E Lp(P, W). 
We have the following 
THEOREM 4. Zf Assumption D is satisfied then the assertion of Theorem 2 
holds with (2) replaced by Eq. ( 16). 
Proof: Put 
d,(w)(x) = jx IIw(s)ll” df, XEP, a 
and define 
IIWII,, 0= C~~ppW1(4 dpbW)P’ (26) 
for any positive and continuous function o: P -+ R + . In view of (7) from 
inequality (25) and the Holder inequality we obtain 
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> 
P 
X IlW(xoSi+Sodi)ll dssl +Lp IIw(x)I~' 1 
X \lW(xoSi+So6<)11 dssl 
> 
‘+Lp [Iw(x)~]~ 1 
<(2z)p-1 j, [(j;-“’ Kl(x~6i,r~~j)dsi.)p-q 
.s ;O” (Iw(x&+s&Jllpds6’ 1 
+ 2p- ‘LP \lw(x)llP. 
Now integrating this inequality over the interval [a, x J we obtain 
dp(dF)(x)<(21)p-1 j, j.1 [(j-;ob.KT(fu3i.s~6i)ds61)p’q 
Ilw(t~S~+so~~)ll~ds*~ 1 dt” 
+ 2p-‘Lp 
I 








X 5 s llw(toSi+so6i)llP.dssfdtsl dt*, cl a 1 
+ 2p-‘Lpdp(w)(x) 
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where 
We see that the last inequality is quite similar to inequality (18) so the 
reasoning of the proof of Theorem 3 applies in our case. We may consider 
the theorem proved. 
8. SOME COMMENTS 
More general existence and uniqueness results can be established by 
employing the comparison method (see [6, 81) however, they will be not 
as constructive as they are here. 
Let us observe also that the case when b = +co can be considered in the 
same way as the case investigated in the present paper. Our approach 
applies also for the equations considered in L&JR", , R") spaces. 
Because our existence results are established by the Banach contraction 
mapping principle, the solutions of our equations enjoy the properties 
assured by this principle, for instance, such as continuous dependence on 
parameters, a prior bounds, the error evaluations for successive 
approximations, and others. 
For example, in the case of Theorem 4 we have the error evaluation 
It follows from this that 
and 
Ilu*ll.,c& ll~~o)llp,al 
if u0 = 0. Using the definition of the norm IIf lip, w we obtain 
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and 
I x Il~*(sN” d = (I s q&y w(x) s,p Il(~o)(s)llPdSe, XEP 
when o(x) 3 1. Since this is true for any x E P, it is true for x = b. Thus we 
obtain 
5 
b Ilu*(s)ll” ds’< 
a 
.($+4Wjab Il(@-O)(s)llPdf. (27) 
From here it follows that for any x E P we have 
s x Ilu*(s)ll” ds’< a -(++44j”; Il(~~)(~)llpd~p~ 
because we could write inequality (27) for any 6’ < b (which means that we 
consider the original equation in the interval [a, b’]). The last inequality is 
clearly true if we consider our Eq. (16) in Lf’,(R”, , IF). 
Similarly we can obtain the following error evaluation 
s x Ilu*(s) - (c’S%,)(s)ll” ds’ a 
for any k=O, 1, . . . . 
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